The 2014 Tango

Choreographed by Nick Enge and Melissa Carvell

Video of the 2014 Tango

Music: “Undisclosed Desires” by Muse, sped up to 130 bpm (originally 117 bpm), but any “square” (4x8) tango song will work.

Figure 1 - Media Luna (Half Moon)
Walk, walk, sweep forward, sweep back and through to repeat. SSSS timing.

Figure 2 - Pivots in Chassé Timing + Double Hesitation
Walk, walk, pivot, pivot, walk, walk, pivot, pivot in SSQQSSQQ timing.
Then double hesitation (forward, replace, back, replace) in QQQQ timing.

Figure 3 - Molinete in Chassé Timing
Forward, back, side, close, forward, back, side, close, side, draw closed without weight, in SSQQSSQQSS timing.

Figure 4 - Tango Redowa (invented by Nick and Melissa for this dance)
Basic right turning tango fan (usually walk, walk, around, side, close without weight), but adding a redowa leg extension straight into your partner as a replacement for the side step. Mazurka cadence (stomp) on the final beat of the sequence.
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